
Lighting and Anti-vibration  
for Real Professionals 



Sunnex Equipment is the innovative specialist in safe and environ-

ment friendly workplaces. We offer cutting-edge knowledge, high 

quality products, and tailored solutions in the specialized areas of 

workplace lightning and anti-vibration.

In a well-known and appreciated program we offer workplace lighting, machine 

mounts and workplace mats. Our products are considerate and of high quality, 

enhancing efficiency and the workplace environment while reducing wear-and-

tear on machines and other equipment.

Solutions to most applications

The range of our program provides us with solutions for customers in a wide  

variety of Industrial areas, but also in the military, maritime and medical sectors.

Our lighting solutions and workplace mats are also commonly found in offices, 

storage facilities and public spaces.

Lighting based on the customer’s needs

Our success is built on knowledge and understanding regarding our client’s 

businesses.

To meet specific demands and challenging applications we offer our competence 

to develop tailor-made lighting solutions for industrial and military use, but also 

adaptations in medical and maritime sectors.

Functional Solutions for 
Safe and Efficient  
Work Environments

LIGHTING

MACHINE MOUNTS

WORKPLACE MATS

ARBETSPLATSMATTOR

PROFESSIONAL levelling machine mounts 

prevent vibrations from spreading and  

ensure that equipment Is level even when 

the surface below is not.

The choice of machine mount is based on the 

weight and dynamic load of the machine. 

Sunnex offers machine mounts with casings 

of cast iron and steel, as well as wedge 

mount models and damping mats/pads  

of different hardness levels.

SPECIALISED workplace lighting using LED 

and Halogen luminaires in small and large 

formats. Smart products developed to 

meet specific needs in challenging work-

place environments.

The program also includes magnifying 

luminaires and a wide range of useful 

accessories.

FLEXIBLE workplace mats Improve ergo-

nomics and reduces the risk of severe 

workload Injuries. With the right surface 

the risk of workplace accidents is also 

reduced, in environments with wet and 

slippery floors.

Our workplace mats are made of a special 

nitrile rubber compound. The material  

ensures that the mat has a durable 

surface and an elasticity that minimizes 

stress on back, hips, legs and feet.
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